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Communicating by touch – neurons are
not alone
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Review
Long-distance cell–cell communication is essential for
organ development and function. Whereas neurons
communicate at long distances by transferring signals
at sites of direct contact (i.e., at synapses), it has been
presumed that the only way other cell types signal is by
dispersing signals through extracellular fluid – indirectly.
Recent evidence from Drosophila suggests that non-
neuronal cells also exchange signaling proteins at sites
of direct contact, even when long distances separate the
cells. We review here contact-mediated signaling in
neurons and discuss how this signaling mechanism is
shared by other cell types.

Long-distance cell–cell communication
Cells employ many types of signals to coordinate growth
and function. Some signals are released systemically and
transmit information in the absence of direct cell–cell
contact. For example, the hormone insulin distributes
throughout the bloodstream, and cells respond similarly
regardless if hormone is secreted by the pancreas or is
injected intravenously. By contrast, other signals are
exposed at the cell surface and convey information while
tethered to the plasma membrane. These signals require
cell–cell contact. The Notch signaling pathway is an exam-
ple. Both the Notch receptor and its ligands are transmem-
brane proteins, and activation of its signal transduction
pathway depends on the direct binding of their respective
extracellular domains. Nevertheless, one of the enigmas of
Notch signaling is that its effects are not limited to neigh-
boring cells but can extend to cells that are more distant
(reviewed in [1]). Thus, whereas long-distance signaling is
a general property of systemic signals, not all contact-
dependent signaling is short-range. In addition, not all
contact-dependent signaling is mediated by tethered sig-
nals. Neurons extend axons and dendrites that reach long
distances over intervening cells and that focus neurotrans-
mitter signaling to specialized contact sites known as
synapses. Synaptic signaling requires release of neuro-
transmitters from the presynaptic cell, travel across the
synaptic cleft, and binding to surface receptors (or chan-
nels) on the postsynaptic cell (Figure 1) (reviewed in [2]).
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Recent evidence indicates that long-distance, contact-
mediated signaling is not unique to neurons, but may be
common to many cell types. The existence of cellular
projections that extend from non-neuronal cells and that
correlate with long-distance signaling has been described
in many contexts [3–16]. Recent work directly implicates a
particular type of cellular projection called a cytoneme in
long-distance signaling [17]. Cytonemes are filopodia that
are specialized for signaling [3], and new work shows that
Drosophila cytonemes synapse with target cells to link
communicating cells directly. Moreover, cytoneme
synapses are essential for signal uptake and downstream
signaling, suggesting a general mechanism for long-dis-
tance signaling whereby signals exchange between com-
municating cells specifically and exclusively at specialized
sites of contact. In this review we compare signaling by
neurons at axonal and dendritic synapses with signaling by
non-neuronal cells at cytoneme synapses, and discuss the
conceptual and structural similarities shared by these two
types of cell–cell communication.

Information transfer by neurons
Neurons communicate with target cells by extending cel-
lular processes (dendrites and axons) that make functional
synapses, which either capture signals released from
synaptic partners or deliver signals to them (reviewed in
[2]). The distances that separate the cell body of the neuron
and its target cells may be long but, by transporting signals
through cell extensions, neurons direct information trans-
fer specifically to the sites of direct cell–cell contact. This
mechanism pre-selects signaling partners, ensuring speci-
ficity, and allows both signal amplitude and duration to be
controlled with exquisite precision.

Neuronal synapses are complex structures in which
many cell adhesion proteins, extracellular matrix compo-
nents, receptors, ion channels, and other proteins involved
in signal release and uptake are localized and organized.
Although there are many types of neurotransmitters (e.g.,
small molecules such as acetylcholine and glutamate, ions,
neurotrophins, and signaling protein such as Wnt [18,19],
transforming growth factor (TGF-b) [20–22], Hedgehog (Hh)
[23], epidermal growth factor (EGF) [24], and fibroblast
growth factor (FGF) [25]), all neurotransmitters signal by
moving from pre- to postsynaptic cells. They are not simply
released into extracellular fluid, but are placed specifically
in the synaptic cleft, which is a privileged environment.
Synaptic partners regulate the properties of the synaptic
cleft such that neurotransmitter movement is constrained
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Figure 1. Diagram of a neuron that synapses with a muscle cell. The axon that extends from the neuron has specialized terminals that contact the target muscle cell via cell

adhesion proteins and basal lamina connections. The synaptic cleft separates the pre- and postsynaptic cells at a defined, set distance, juxtaposing the axon terminal that

contains many synaptic vesicles filled with neurotransmitters with the target cell membrane that concentrates neurotransmitter receptors.
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and half-life is controlled. Therefore, although neurotrans-
mitters move across the synaptic cleft by diffusion, their
dispersion is fundamentally different from that of hor-
mones, whose dissemination is broad and essentially ran-
dom. At synapses, exchange between a presynaptic cell and
a postsynaptic cell is direct and between defined, pre-
selected partners. Specifically, the way information is trans-
ferred during this exchange is the key attribute of neuronal
signaling that is relevant to this discussion, and not the
particulars of neuronal patterning, circuitry, or signal pro-
cessing, the stability of synapses or the directionality of
signaling, the pathfinding process that establishes synaptic
contacts or the cell biological mechanisms that generate
them, or the process of electrical transmission (reviewed
in [2]).

Because neurons focus neurotransmitter release to
synapses rather than disperse it either by a general extra-
cellular route or systemically, they do not leave to chance
which cells, or even which receptors in a cell, will respond
to neurotransmitter. The mechanism that axons employ to
transmit the information over long distances (i.e., the
propagation of electrical impulses) may be remarkable,
and electrical transmission may be a defining feature of
neurons, but the key point is that information transfer
2

between distant neurons is juxtacrine at synaptic contacts.
This feature conveys information efficiently such that
regardless of the distances between the cell bodies of
contacting cells, signaling is controlled temporally and
spatially (reviewed in [2]).

Long-distance signaling in non-neuronal tissues
The non-cell autonomous activity of signaling proteins that
‘act at a distance’ was inferred from the properties of
developmental organizers/signaling centers first described
over 100 years ago [26–29]. For many years, the ‘inducer’
molecules responsible for organizer activity were assumed
to be small organic molecules that move freely in and out of
cells, and that once released from producing cells, diffuse
across a developmental field [30]. The discovery that indu-
cers are signaling proteins (morphogens) did not change
the general perception that these signals act non-autono-
mously by diffusing in extracellular fluid after release from
producing cells. The fact that signaling proteins have
signal peptide sequences has been equated with unregu-
lated release, and the non-autonomous functionality of
signaling proteins and their presence at considerable dis-
tances from sites of production have been interpreted to
support an extracellular route of dispersion. However, the
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evidence suggesting an extracellular presence remains
indirect, and is based either on kinetics of dispersion
and mathematical modeling, which can only establish
correlations, or on patterns of distribution that did not
distinguish between protein tethered to cells from protein
free of cells in the extracellular space [31–37]. Recent
experimental evidence now shows that morphogens can
transfer at points of direct contact and can be transported
long distances along cytonemes.

The development and function of many (and perhaps all)
tissues are regulated by signaling proteins such as TGF-b,
Wnt, Hh, EGF and FGF. The current understanding is that
discrete signaling centers in each tissue produce and
secrete morphogens to act on cells in the local target field.
The question therefore arises how a signaling center com-
municates exclusively with its target field in the context of
closely juxtaposed tissues, each of which have separate and
independent signaling centers that employ the same sig-
nals. An example in the Drosophila wing imaginal disc is
the TGF-b family member Dpp (Decapentaplegic), which
signals to cells across the epithelial layer where Dpp is
expressed, but not to cells in a separate layer but closer
than most of the target cells [38]. The mechanism speci-
fically directing morphogens to their intended targets
appears to be similar to the mechanism neurons employ
by focusing signals through contact. We cite three exam-
ples of non-neuronal long-distance, contact-dependent
signaling below.
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Figure 2. Cytonemes link signal-producing cells in the wing disc to the air sac primord
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Signaling between the wing disc and the air sac

primordium (ASP) in Drosophila

The Drosophila ASP is a branch of the tracheal system that
grows across the basal surface of the wing disc epithelium
(Figure 2). The ASP of the late third instar larva is a tube
consisting of approximately 120 cells arranged as a single-
layered epithelium surrounding a lumen. At this stage,
FGF expressed by a small group of wing disc cells induces
the ASP to bud from an existing tracheal branch, and
subsequent ASP growth and morphogenesis are dependent
on Dpp and FGF produced by the disc [17,39]. The dis-
tances between wing disc cells that express FGF or Dpp
and the responding cells in the ASP vary as the ASP and
disc grow, but separation can be as great as 40 mm. Even
so, although signaling can extend over many cells (the
diameter of a wing disc cell is �2.2 mm in a late third
instar disc), signaling from the disc to the ASP is contact-
dependent [17].

The ASP extends several hundred cytonemes toward
the wing disc, many of which contact disc cells that express
Dpp or FGF. These contacts can be marked by GRASP
(GFP reconstitution across synaptic partners) fluorescence
[40], a technique that places complementary fragments of
GFP on the external surface of apposing cells and gener-
ates fluorescence if the distance between the cells is
spanned and if the contact time is sufficient for GFP to
fold. GRASP is an effective way to map synaptic connec-
tions in neuronal networks [40]; it also identifies cytoneme
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contacts at which the Dpp and FGF signaling proteins
transfer between signaling cells [17]. Neuronal synapses
juxtapose pre- and postsynaptic membranes at approxi-
mately 20 nm and are long-lived. GRASP fluorescence at
the tips of ASP cytonemes indicates that these cytonemes
juxtapose ASP and disc cells at similar distances, and are
sufficiently stable for GFP to fold.

Some of the proteins that assemble neuronal synapses
are also present and required at cytoneme contacts, and
both types of contact enable cell–cell communication. Dia-
phanous (Dia; an actin-binding formin [41]), Shibire (Shi; a
dynamin [42]), Neuroglian (Nrg; an L1-CAM [43]), and
Capricious {Caps; an LRR (leucine-rich repeat) transmem-
brane protein [44]} are essential for neuronal synapses
[45–49] and for cytoneme-mediated signaling [17]. Nrg,
Caps, and activated Dia concentrate at cytoneme tips,
and whereas all four proteins are required by ASP cyto-
nemes, their roles are not the same [17]. The number of
ASP cytonemes declines in cells that lack functional Dia,
Shi, or Nrg, indicating that ASP cells require them to make
or stabilize cytonemes. By contrast, ASP cytonemes are not
reduced in the absence of Caps in the ASP, but contact-
dependent GRASP fluorescence declines. Furthermore,
both the uptake of signaling protein and signaling are
reduced, suggesting that signaling in these ASPs is defec-
tive despite the normal state of the disc cells that produce
the proteins. Collectively, these findings indicate that
information transfer between the disc and ASP depends
on cytoneme contacts, and signaling in these ASPs is
defective despite the normal state of the disc cells that
produce the signaling proteins. Although electron
Figure 3. Dynamic cytonemes appear to mediate lateral inhibition and Notch–Delta sign

depicted in purple; they extend dynamic cytonemes in a ‘sunburst’ pattern, appearing to

Notch signaling.
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microscopy images of cytoneme contacts have not been
obtained, the structural and functional relations to neu-
rons and neuronal synapses – shared components, similar
distance of membrane juxtaposition, contact-associated
information exchange – suggest that cytoneme contacts
could be considered a type of signaling synapse.

Cytonemes pattern bristles in Drosophila

Cytonemes may also be responsible for delivering signals
associated with patterning the mechanosensory bristles on
the dorsal thorax of the fly (Figure 3). These bristles are
spaced at an approximate density of 1/4.5 cells by a process
called ‘lateral inhibition’ [50]. Each bristle forms from a
single precursor cell in the epithelial sheet that develops
into the thoracic epidermis. Although many of the epithe-
lial cells are competent to adopt the bristle fate, Notch–
Delta signaling prevents most from doing so: Notch–Delta
signaling inhibits over 20 cells surrounding each bristle
precursor cell from adopting the bristle fate. In theory, a
diffusing signal secreted by a bristle-precursor cell could
control the fate of the neighboring cells, but, as noted
above, Notch and Delta are transmembrane proteins,
and the soluble form of Delta lacks biological activity
[51,52]. Several observations indicate that Notch–Delta
signaling is likely to be mediated by direct contact via
cytonemes [10,53].

Bristle precursors extend cytonemes [53,54] whose pre-
sence is dependent on Delta [10,55] and whose length and
lifetime tightly correlate with both the pattern and density
of bristles [10]. In addition, Delta is present in the cyto-
nemes of the bristle precursors [55], and although the
TRENDS in Cell Biology 
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Figure 4. Oriented cell protrusions direct epidermal growth factor (EGF) signaling in the leg disc epithelium. (A) Socket cells (purple) in the leg disc epithelium produce

oriented protrusions that activate EGF signal transduction proximally and induce the bract fate in only one cell (brown) among the surrounding cells (light brown) that are

competent to respond to EGF and develop into a bract. (B) A short, thick, pigmented and pointed structure called a bract is on the proximal side of Drosophila leg bristles.
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presumptive contacts between these cytonemes and their
putative target cells have not been observed or character-
ized, the Notch extracellular domain has 36 tandem EGF
domains and extends approximately 25 nm [56], a distance
that could span the gap at a neuronal or cytoneme synapse.

Oriented cell protrusions in the Drosophila leg disc

epithelium

A role for long-distance, contact-mediated signaling was
recently found in the Drosophila leg imaginal disc, where
patterning requires signaling that is both selective and
spatially biased (Figure 4). Portions of the Drosophila adult
leg cuticle are populated by ordered rows of leg sensory
organs (LSOs), each of which has a single sensory bristle
that is surrounded by a socket cell. There is also a short,
pointed structure, termed a bract, at the base of each bristle.
Like a bristle, a bract is an outgrowth of a single cell, which is
recruited to the LSO from the group of epithelial cells
surrounding each socket cell. EGF signaling by a socket cell
induces a bract cell fate in a nearby cell. Although as many
as eight neighbors are competent to make a bract, only one
does – the one to its proximal side. This choice of cell fate is
dependent on polarized cellular protrusions that extend
from the socket cell to envelop partially its most proximal
neighbor. Although the shape of these protrusions is differ-
ent from filopodia, like cytonemes, they are actin-rich and
require the formin Dia. They also appear to be responsible
for directional delivery of a signaling protein and are asso-
ciated with asymmetric, spatially biased EGF signaling [9].

Lessons from Drosophila

Taken together, it is clear that cell contact-dependent
morphogen signaling is different from the diffuse nature
of hormonal signaling. In hormonal signaling, different cell
types can respond in distinct ways if their signal transduc-
tion components and chromatin states are cell type-specific
(reviewed in [57]), but the spatial distribution of a hormone
is systemic and effectively uniform. By contrast, the spe-
cificity of the morphogen signaling proteins appears to be
achieved by physically pairing particular cells. Therefore,
in contexts in which many cells in the locale of the signal
source are equipped to respond, only some are activated. In
the ASP and LSO, oriented cell processes promote oriented
signaling by linking specific cells for the directed exchange
of signaling proteins. For bristle patterning of the fly
thorax, bristle density is dependent on signaling by mem-
brane-tethered proteins and on cytonemes that juxtapose
membranes of cells that may not be nearest neighbors.
These mechanisms, which focus signaling to sites of direct
contacts, has direct parallels with neuronal signaling, in
which neurons also direct and constrain signaling to post-
synaptic cells.

Concluding remarks
In human, over half of the 100 billion neurons in the central
nervous system release the neurotransmitter glutamate
into synaptic gaps, and almost all neurons express recep-
tors that are sensitive to glutamate [58]. Signaling speci-
ficity requires targeting and spatial localization that
widespread diffusion of extracellular signals cannot pro-
vide. Neurons in a section sliced from a brain can generate
chemical and electrophysiological responses to neurotrans-
mitter released from a pipette, but this does not imply that
neurotransmitter receptors at synapses normally respond
to extra-synaptic inputs. Similarly, morphogens that dif-
fuse from polystyrene beads can activate responses in
distant cells, but this also does not imply that unregulated
release into the extracellular space is the normal route of
dissemination. The same issue pertains to cultured cells,
which may release proteins into culture medium that may
normally move between cells in the restricted environment
of a synapse in vivo [19]. Furthermore, in the context of
genetically engineered production of signaling proteins,
over-expression may overwhelm the available capacity of
5
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a cell for regulated release [59]. Both neurons and non-
neuronal cells make asymmetric extensions that synapse
with distant cells to mediate information transfer, and
both processes require the specificity and control that
direct contact provides.

The established need for cell–cell contact for signaling by
both neurons and non-neuronal cells suggests a relationship
between the cellular processes that are responsible for this
signaling. Axons are large, complex structures that contain
microtubule cores and can be very long. The pathfinding
process that mates them to their targets involves a complex
growth cone with dynamic growth cone filopodia. Although
cytonemes differ in many respects – length, diameter, micro-
tubule versus actin core, growth cone specializations, sta-
bility, and electrophysiology [2,4,16,17] – the kinship
between signaling at axonal and cytoneme synapses is
arguably significant. As noted above, neuronal synapses
stably juxtapose pre- and postsynaptic cells at �20 nm,
and the GRASP fluorescence at cytoneme contacts indicates
that cytoneme and neuronal synapses juxtapose apposing
membranes at similar distances [17]. Moreover, genetic and
molecular studies suggest that neurons and cytonemes use
some of the same proteins to make functional contacts [17].
These observations establish that the synapses at the tips of
axons and the synapses of cytonemes are created in similar
ways, possess common components, and juxtapose the
plasma membranes of signaling cells at comparable dis-
tances. Importantly, they are both sites of cell–cell commu-
nication. The key functional feature of a neuronal synapse is
that information transfer is restricted to a pre-specified site,
and the cytoneme synapse appears to play a similar role for
non-neuronal cells. Both types of synapses endow the com-
municating cells with the ability to target signaling to
specific sites.

In neurobiology, questions about development (path-
finding and synapse generation), function (signal capture,
propagation, and processing) and network circuitry are
considered independently. It is not known how these attri-
butes evolved, but the existence of contact-dependent sig-
naling in other cell types and the kinship with cytoneme
synapses suggests that the complex functionalities of neu-
rons may have evolved from a simpler cytoneme-like struc-
ture. We do not yet understand how cytonemes find their
targets or convey signals to enable quantitative and (per-
haps) temporal control of signaling, but it is now estab-
lished that cytonemes make specific contacts that mediate
signal exchange. Therefore, despite our current state of
unawareness, the crucial take home message is that both
non-neuronal cells and neurons use the same mode of long-
distance signaling – contact-dependent exchange.
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